SNICK - Round 6
1. Description acceptable. Right after this action is performed, one of its participants is told
to "wipe that 'my shit don't stink' grin off your face" by Max, who is played by Johnny
Galecki. A Polaroid meant to remind a boy of this action is wedged into the door of Barry
Cox's locker. This action motivates a man to snip off (*) all of a sleeping girl's hair and write
the word "SOON" in lipstick on her mirror. That girl, Helen Shivers, is killed in a stack of tires
mere feet from a Fourth of July parade as retribution for this action. In a 1998 sequel, the
vengeful old fisherman Ben Willis "still knows," for 10 points, what reprehensible action
performed by teens at the beginning of a 1997 slasher movie?
ANSWER: what you did last summer (accept close equivalents like the thing that you did last
summer; accept close equivalents that describe the crime itself, like run over a guy and cover it
up, or hide the body of a pedestrian they killed; accept answers that directly identify the car
accident (or even just the crime) from I Know What You Did Last Summer)
<Vopava, Movies>
2. To throw off the Hellmann Commission, John Flynn framed this man for a drug theft. In
his most prominent position, this man replaced Phil Cerreta. This character may have had
Eddie Soto kill the drug dealer Danny Jones, who murdered this man's daughter Cathy.
This man misses a Knicks game following an incredibly hectic day working with (*) Mike
Logan. After watching an execution and falling off the wagon, this man is the passenger in a car
crash that kills Claire Kincaid. Partners of this man included Rey Curtis and Ed Green, who were
played by Benjamin Bratt and Jesse L. Martin. Deadpan jokes about murder victims were often
made by, for 10 points, what old detective played by Jerry Orbach on Law & Order?
ANSWER: Lennie Briscoe (or Leonard W. Briscoe; accept any underlined portion)
<Nelson, TV>
3. In 1994 Jefferson Airplane sued the company behind these things, claiming their design
had been stolen from the cover art for the album Thirty Seconds over Winterland. These
things, which were envisioned by Jack Eastman while working late at night in 1990, are
sometimes accompanied by a namesake "Anthem" that says that they "set a spark / And
hope is blazing 'cross the land!" and calls them "gleaming (*) Angels of Love." The 4.0
version of the application After Dark featured some of these objects in a conga line and doing
aerial flips in between pastries and bagels. Several excellent screen savers depicted, for 10
points, what chrome kitchen appliances with wings?
ANSWER: flying toasters (or winged toasters or similar; prompt on partial answers)
<Vopava, Trends/Miscellany>
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4. This group's vocalist says to "forget love and all that crap" in a single that was among
the first to sample the phrase "bitch better have my money." This group's song "Loungin'"
is a collaboration with its frontman's older brother. A hit by this group describes
performing a show "with no intoxication" and boasts "my body is healthy, my rhymes
make me wealthy." Scott Ross used the moniker (*) "Scottie Gee" as a member of this group,
which also featured Hector the Booty Inspector. This band's album Music for the People features
the song "Wildside" and a #1 hit that calls the title entities a "sweet sensation." "Good
Vibrations" was a major hit by, for 10 points, what group whose frontman produced Entourage?
ANSWER: Marky Mark and the Funky Bunch (prompt on partial answers; do not accept or
prompt on "Mark Wahlberg")
<Nelson, Music>
5. During this event, a PA system is used to point out a man who will be "deep fried in a vat
of hot oil" after being chased away by Lucas. The date of this event was chosen to coincide
with the date when Kurt Cobain's body was found. Preparation for this event is done in
part by a man who insists "we mustn't dwell, no not today" (*) and is depicted in a montage
set to "Video Killed the Radio Star." This April 8 event honors a man who was played by
Maxwell Caulfield, who performs the song "Say No More (Mon Amour)," and is propositioned
by an employee played by Liv Tyler. For 10 points, name this event honoring a former
heartthrob held at the music store Empire Records.
ANSWER: Rex Manning Day
<Nelson, Movies>
6. This character offers a boy his "very own Harlan Ellison" in an attempt to be left alone.
This person's lair was hand-constructed by his mute butler, Ingmar, who later leaves to
become a rodeo clown. The diminutive and smiling Emmett Nervend is seen in the
background of works about this character. Armondo Gutierrez seeks out this character
after his cat Mr. Chubbikins inadvertently exposes him to a flaw in the (*) Pinnacle
computer chip. This character fights villains like Cave Guy and The Lobe with the help of
Cosgrove, a police sergeant voiced by Ed Asner. Dexter Douglas was zapped into the internet to
become, for 10 points, what hyperactive and blue-skinned animated superhero?
ANSWER: Freakazoid
<Nelson, TV>
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7. John Mark Painter played accordion on this song, though guitarist Sean Kelly is shown
playing it incorrectly on a concertina in one of this song's two videos. One of those videos
for this song depicts its artists on a bench in front of an outdoor screen watching clips from
Dawson's Creek, and another uses clips from (*) She's All That, which used this song as its
theme. A set of mashed-together phrases in this song's chorus concludes with "silver moon's
sparkling." This song's title action should be done "beneath the milky twilight" or "out of the
bearded barley," but if it is done, "you'll wear those shoes and I will wear that dress." For 10
points, name the only Sixpence None the Richer song you know.
ANSWER: Kiss Me
<Vopava, Music>
8. An outlandishly savage character in this game speaks in the third person and complains
that "the blood" on his sword "is nearly dry." Another NPC in this game warns players to
"beware the Kara-Khitai: they are without honor." Players of this game can spawn
bullet-firing automobiles via the cheat code "how do I turn this on." Certain victory
conditions are delayed by 100 years and Spies cost 50% less if Atheism is (*) researched in
this game. This game's tutorial has players control the Celts and ends at the Battle of Falkirk. The
Conquerors, which introduced Aztecs and Mayans, was the first expansion for, for 10 points,
what real-time strategy computer game sequel about medieval warfare?
ANSWER: Age of Empires II: The Age of Kings (do not accept or prompt on "Age of
Empires")
<Vopava, Video Games>
9. A joke about this action elicits a sarcastic "tee hee" from an unamused man at an ice
cream stand. A song about this action remarks, "I thought that I had everybody on my side
/ But I went and blew it all sky high." This action, which is done intentionally after failing
to serve a volleyball, also shocks a crowd when its performer does it after nearly dying at a
(*) surfing competition at Goo Lagoon. This action, which first occurred while trying to lift a
stick with two marshmallows acting as weights, causes its performer to ask, "Am I the biggest
loser on the beach?" For 10 points, name this humorous action that is done until it isn't funny
anymore in the second episode of Spongebob Squarepants.
ANSWER: Spongebob ripping his pants (accept any answer identifying Spongebob tearing or
rippig his pants or shorts; accept Ripped Pants)
<Vopava, TV>
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10. This film was the first feature length work of the man who directed the video for Rick
Astley's "Never Gonna Give You Up." One character in this film complains about a
co-worker "recycling his sandals or some shit" and has a keychain with a Starfleet badge
on it, referencing another of his portrayers' roles. Cyrus, a man who claims to have (*)
killed more people than cancer, is portrayed in this film by John Malkovich. Referencing a toy
bought for his daughter, the protagonist of this film orders a man to "put the bunny back in the
box." The Jailbird crashes onto the Las Vegas Strip at the climax of, for 10 points, what 1997
film starring a long-haired Nicolas Cage and set on a plane filled with prisoners?
ANSWER: Con Air
<Nelson, Movies>
11. The back of this work shows a key floating above a purple-and-red checkerboard floor
to the right of a huge orange curtain with silver stars on it. This was the first of several
related works designed by Mary GrandPré. The rightmost portion of this work describes a
"miserable life" partly caused by "a great big swollen spoiled bully." A man in a purple
cloak and green gloves moves behind one of a series of tan, columned archways that span
the length of this thing. A (*) unicorn gallops near a dark forest on this object. The British
variant of this thing depicts a boy in front of a bright red train called a certain place's "Express."
For 10 points, name this object depicting a boy on a broomstick diving for a Golden Snitch.
ANSWER: the cover for Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (accept answers identifying the
American jacket or cover art for the first edition of the first Harry Potter book; accept
Philospher's Stone; prompt on just the book title or answers like "the Harry Potter book cover")
<Vopava, Trash Lit>
12. This song's "Full Metal Jacket" remix was briefly used as the theme song to WWF Raw.
The beginning of this song includes a heavily distorted sample of murderer Tex Watson.
This song's title comes from that of a novel by Marilyn Bender and not, as is sometimes
claimed, a lyric from The Beatles' (*) "Baby You're a Rich Man." A playing of "Hail to the
Chief" and a speech denouncing multiple forms of fascism preceded an epic performance of this
song at the 1997 VMAs. "Capitalism has made" the title figures of this song, which instructs the
listener to "hate every motherfucker that's in your way." Screams of "Hey, you, what do you
see?" open the chorus of, for 10 points, what anti-elitist anthem by Marilyn Manson?
ANSWER: The Beautiful People
<Nelson, Music>
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13. A seemingly lifeless figure glimpsed at the very beginning of this sequence is later seen
springing to life while astride a horse. During this musical sequence, the audience is
addressed as "tender lumplings." This sequence is immediately preceded by a voice saying
"I'd say it's time you begun" just as a unique door (*) swings open. Immediately after this
sequence, its central figure tips a jazz street musician, who replies, "Nice work, bone daddy." A
girl combs her hair as an unseen entity claims to be "the 'who' when you call 'who's there?'" in
this sequence, which introduces "the clown with the tear-away face" and a man dubbed the
Pumpkin King. For 10 points, name this song that opens The Nightmare Before Christmas.
ANSWER: This Is Halloween (accept answers like the opening scene of The Nightmare
Before Christmas or the introduction to Halloweentown before "opens")
<Vopava, Movies>
14. The British dance group Ant & Dec, then known as PJ & Duncan, had a top 10 hit with
a song named for this phrase. In 1997, Oliver North was sued over his use of this phrase.
Scott Caan and David Arquette starred in a buddy comedy titled for the last three words of
this phrase. Lulu Valentine and Afro Thunder are among the characters in a Midway (*)
video game series partially named for this five-word phrase, a variant of which is frequently
heard in Clay Fighter: 63 ⅓. A man associated with this phrase used it on the weekly series Nitro
and other events for the WCW. The "thousands in attendance" are generally addressed before
saying, for 10 points, what catch phrase of Michael Buffer, a notable boxing announcer?
ANSWER: Let's get ready to rumble (prompt on partial answers)
<Nelson, Trends/Miscellany>
15. Description acceptable. This woman had cameos as a bridal shop owner the 1998 film
Enough Already and as a blackjack dealer in Vegas Vacation. This woman assists a young
man named Kevin in asking Dawn out, saying "Dawn, grab him." In one work, this woman
sends Ed Koch to the home of a man who called a certain product "the best thing that came
out of New York." Quaker Oats controversially (*) fired this woman after acquiring the
company she represented. This woman was put on TV after it was learned that she responded to
her employer's fan mail, an act she also did in a series of commercials. Wendy Kaufman is the
real name of, for 10 points, what enthusiastic star of a series of ads for a tea and juice company?
ANSWER: the Snapple lady (or Snapple woman or similar; accept Wendy Kaufman before
mention)
<Nelson, TV>
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16. In A TV performance promoting their final album, this band's singer winked at the
camera during a line claiming "you can't control or choose your sexuality." This band's
name was taken from a phrase describing beauty in The Vampire Chronicles. This band's
debut album opens with a track declares "I would fly you" in the title way "if you'd be by
baby." This group behind (*) "To the Moon and Back" won a record ten ARIA Awards in
1997 following an album that spawned a singles claiming "I want to bathe with you in the sea"
and another coining the phrase "chic-a-cherry cola." Daniel Jones and Darren Hayes comprised,
for 10 points, what Australian pop band behind "I Want You" and "Truly Madly Deeply"?
ANSWER: Savage Garden
<Nelson, Music>
17. A monologue in the first episode of this show argues that television was invented for
people like "Charlie and his angels" and "Hogan and his heroes." Early in this show's run,
Bill Foster, a Las Vegas personality better known as "the Fox," acted as this show's emcee.
This show's theme song instructed viewers to "quit your job and (*) light a fart." Each
episode of this show ended with a traditional Oktoberfest chant after which the entire studio
audience would chug beers. Models named Juggies would appear "Jumping on Trampolines" at
the end of episodes of, for 10 points, what astonishingly misogynistic Comedy Central variety
show originally hosted by Adam Carolla and Jimmy Kimmel?
ANSWER: The Man Show
<Vopava, TV>
18. This actress starred as Ellen Olenska in Martin Scorsese's adaptation of The Age of
Innocence and shared scenes with a donkey-headed Kevin Kline as Titania in 1999's A
Midsummer Night's Dream. This woman straddles a chair backwards and asks "You wanna
tell me what this is all about?" in the video of Coolio's "Gangsta's Paradise" in a reference
to her role from the film (*) Dangerous Minds. In a villainous role, this actress says, "You poor
boys, always confusing your pistols with your privates" before using a whip to disarm two
security guards in one of Max Schreck's stores. An iconic latex suit was worn by, for 10 points,
what portrayer of Catwoman in Batman Returns?
ANSWER: Michelle (Marie) Pfeiffer
<Vopava, Movies>
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19. The excellent single cover for this song depicts a giant hamster attacking numerous
bystanders. This song heavily samples the theme of The Toxic Avenger, which is itself an
arrangement of "Night on Bald Mountain." An iconic line in this song is sampled from its
performers' earlier song "The New Style." The guitar tech Jazz Thompson and Amery
Smith of Suicidal Tendencies are name-dropped in this song as (*) "Jazz and AWOL." A
giant robot is fought in the video for this song, which features a lengthy utterance of the word
"drop" and begins by demanding "Don't you tell me to smile." The album Hello Nasty features,
for 10 points, what Beastie Boys song whose chorus alternates the title word with "planetary"?
ANSWER: Intergalactic
<Nelson, Music>
20. A silver one of these objects labeled "Millennium 2000" was used as a magazine
giveaway. The "Extreme Green" variety of this thing is among the rarest of them to be
released in North America, and should not be confused with the slightly darker "Jungle
Green" one. A limited edition yellow one of these things has ends made to look like (*)
bananas. Few developers took advantage of this thing's ability to be held three different ways.
The concept of "Z" targeting comes from a button on these things, which were the first to use a
vibrating device called the Rumble Pak. Four separate yellow 'C' buttons appear on, for 10
points, what three-pronged accessory used when playing with a 1996 Nintendo console?
ANSWER: Nintendo 64 controllers (or N64 controllers or similar; do not accept or prompt on
"Nintendo 64" or "N64" by itself)
<Nelson, Video Games>

